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11 Progess for climate talks; a setback for Obamacare
12 Reading U.S. jobs tea leaves; escape to Mar-a-Lago
12 Britain’s voters should get a Brexit redo

И REMARKS 14 The yellow vests leave Emmanuel Macron feeling blue

Ц BUSINESS 19 Lyft hopes to win riders by pampering drivers
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21 Lion Air’s deadly crash sparks a costly blame game
22 Can new owners reinvent the 134-year-old Breitling?

Q TECHNOLOGY 24 Van by van, Amazon is building its own FedEx
26 DoorDash delivers fresh competition to GrubHub
28 Jeffrey Katzenberg’s really small idea

M FINANCE 31 A Malaysian cloud follows Lloyd Blankfein into retirement
33 Getting the most from your tax cut—100 years from now
34 Take a closer look at stocks in your ESG funds

Q ECONOMICS 36 The bear market might be a load of bull
38 For Italy, the euro has been a mixed blessing
39 The uncommonly resilient common currency turns 20

POLITICS 40 Amtrak’s coming climate change crisis
42 Latin America’s not-so-rightward march
44 In Sri Lanka, the civil war ended—but not the drama

■ PURSUITS 73 Six great getaways you can feel good about going to
75 Meet the golf ambassadors of the Congaree club
76 African luxury, ethically sourced
77 Gabriela Hearst’s sustainable design
78 Serving superb meals to support refugees and vets
79 A beautiful wristwatch for the blind

■ LAST THING 80 It was a bad year to invest, even in the alternate universe

CORRECTIONS 1. The item on BTS (The Bloomberg 50, Dec. 10) incorrectly identified the band members.
From left to right, the names should have read: J-Hope, V, Jimin, Suga, Jin, Jungkook, and RM.
2. “The Cost of Bribery” (Pursuits, Dec. 17) should have mentioned Volvo, not Volvo Cars, among 
the companies that “paid kickbacks to Saddam Hussein.”
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Can West Virginia turn coal mines into lavender farms?
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Cynthia Marshall got right to work fixing the #MeToo mess in Dallas

54 Quest for a Moral Diamond
A 709-carat diamond might reshape a problem-plagued industry

62 Eat What You Don’t Kill
The venture capitalist trying to make vegan food mainstream

es Money and the Matriarchy
The Wing tries to build a co-working paradise for women


